Suggestions of your desk officer were relayed telephonically to MAEUV by the

MAEUV official.

4. Arrangements were made on 7 September 1956 whereby MAEUV was to advise
the MAEUV official if he decided to travel to Ciudad Trujillo. At that point
your desk was to be advised in order to alert you. To date no word has been
forthcoming from MAEUV as to the above-mentioned trip. Although the MAEUV of-
official expects to hear from MAEUV, your desk was been advised by another source
that there are indications that MAEUV is planning to visit the Dominican Republic
in the near future. Further details or confirmation of MAEUV's trip will be
provided if obtained by your desk.

5. The above is submitted for your information only. Should subject ar-
rive in the Dominican Republic, you are instructed to exhibit no interest in him
but will be alert to see if Samuel DE MAEUV mentions MAEUV's name, his reason
for being in the Dominican Republic or any comment concerning MAEUV. In turn,
it is requested that you provide such information to headquarters as soon as
possible.

31 October 1956

Chief, WHD
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